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Abstract
Covariant eld equations of M-vebrane in eleven dimensional curved superspace are
obtained from the requirement of -symmetry of an open supermembrane ending on a
vebrane. The worldvolume of the latter is a (6j16) dimensional supermanifold embedded
in the (11j32) dimensional target superspace. The -symmetry of the system imposes a
constraint on this embedding, and a constraint on a modied super 3-form eld strength
on the vebrane worldvolume. These constraints govern the dynamics of the M-vebrane.
y
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1 Introduction
Just as open strings can end on D-branes, an eleven dimensional open supermembrane
can end on M-vebrane. This possibility was rst considered in [1, 2]. Further aspects
of the eleven dimensional open supermembrane were studied recently in [3, 4, 5, 6]. In
particular, it has been suggested in [5] that the -symmetry of the open supermembrane
ending on a M-vebrane may give rise to the M-vebrane equations of motion. In this
paper we will show that this is indeed the case.
In the model we consider, the worldvolume of the M-vebrane is taken to be a super-
submanifold, M , of the eleven dimensional target superspace, M . The supermembrane
action is an integral over a bosonic three dimensional worldvolume , with its boundary
@ embedded in the supermanifold M , such that
@ M M (1)
The requirement of -symmetry of the open supermembrane is shown to have the following
consequences. Firstly, -symmetry on  requires that the eleven dimensional supergravity
equations are satised. Moreover, the -symmetry on the boundary, which is the odd
dieomorphisms of M restricted to @, imposes a constraint on the embedding of M in
M which says that the odd tangent space of the worldsurface at any point is a subspace
of the odd tangent space of the target space at the same point. Furthermore, -symmetry
on @ imposes a constraint on a modied super three-form eld strength H dened as
H = dB   f

C ; (2)
where B is the super 2-form potential on the supervebrane worldvolume, M , and f

C
is the pullback of the target space super 3-from C to M . The superembedding constraint
and the H-constraint determine completely supervebrane equations of motion.
In the superembedding approach to the description of superbranes as emphasized in [7,
8], the superembedding equation played a central role. In the case of M-vebrane, the
3-form H was introduced for convenience in describing the eld equations and it was
shown that the H-constraint is a consequence of the superembedding condition [9, 10].
In the approach presented in this paper, both the superembedding condition and the H-
constraint arise naturally from the requirement of -symmetry. The virtue of our approach
becomes more apparent when we apply the formalism to super D-branes. In that case,
one nds that the superembedding condition is not sucient by itself to imply the super
D-brane equations of motion, but one needs the analog of the H-constraint to do so, at
least for p  6 [11]. Thus, it is remarkable that the considerations of the -symmetry
of the open branes ending on other branes naturally give all the constraints needed to
describe the dynamics of the total system.
The nature of the supersubmanifold M may appear to be put in by hand. However, the
-symmetry is powerful enough to restrict the nature of the possible supersubmanifolds.
In particular, it is known that the (6j16) dimensional submanifold is allowed [7, 8]. We use
the notation (DjD
0
), where D is the real bosonic dimension and D
0
is the real fermionic
1
dimension of a supermanifold. The possibility of a (10j16) dimensional submanifold has
been conjectured in [7], and the possibility of a (2j16) dimensional submanifold has been
pointed out in [5]. The determination of whether such congurations exist requires further
analysis.
2 Open Supermembrane Ending on Supervebrane
The eleven dimensional supermembrane was studied in [12, 13]. In this section, we will
study an open supermembrane  with its boundary @ couple to a 2-form supereld. For
simplicity, we will take @ to have a single boundary component. The membrane world-
volume is bosonic. We will take its boundary, however, to lie in a bosonic submanifold of
a supermanifold M of dimension (6j16), which in turn is a submanifold of a target space







) the local coordinates on M , and A = (a; ) is the target tangent
space index. We use the ununderlined version of these indices to label the corresponding
quantities on the worldsurface. The embedded submanifold M , with local coordinates
y
M
, is given as z
M
(y).


























(i = 0; 1; 2) are the coordinates on the membrane worldvolume , 
r
(r = 1; 2)
are the coordinates on the boundary @, g
ij
is the metric on  and g = det g
ij
.
In addition to the usual super 3-form C in (11j32) dimensional target superspace M , we
have introduced a super 2-form B on the (6j16) dimensional supervebrane worldvolume
M , which is a supersubmanifold of M . The suitable pullbacks of these superforms, and

































































is the target space supervielbein and E
M
A
is the worldsurface supervielbein.



























The embedding matrix E
A
A
plays an important role in the description of the model, and
















The action (3) is invariant under dieomorphisms of , with suitable boundary conditions
imposed on the parameter of the transformation, as well as the tensor gauge transforma-
tions






) is a super 2-form in M , and the pullback f













We shall now require the total action to be invariant under the -symmetry transforma-





















































We also need to specify the fermionic -symmetry transformations of z
A
on the boundary



















is some projector, whose explicit form will be spelled out later (see (39)).
We next derive an interesting consequence of the -transformations specied above. To






























































One can check that E

b











. Hence, one can set E

b
= 0, and since E
a
b






= 0 ; (20)
on @, and hence on M . Using this in a = b
0
















= 0 : (21)
This is the superembedding condition that plays a crucial role in the description of su-
perbrane dynamics [7, 8, 9].




on M above. We now turn to the determination of































































is an arbitrary odd-dieomorphism,
eecting the 16 fermionic coordinates ofM , and that when restricted to @, it agrees with
the -symmetry transformation on M , which also has 16 independent fermionic parame-
ters.
Now we are ready to seek the conditions for the -symmetry of the action (3). Using
(17) and (20) in the variation of the action, we nd that the vanishing of the terms on
 imposes constraints on the torsion super 2-form T and the super 4-form G = dC, such
that they imply the equations of motion of the eleven dimensional supergravity [12]. The















































































are arbitrary, the vanishing of (26) implies the constraint
H
BA
= 0 : (29)
Thus the only nonvanishing component of H is H
abc
. The constraints (21) and (29)
encode elegantly all the information on the supervebrane dynamics [7, 8, 9], upto a
possible freedom in the form of H
abc
, since this component does not participate in (29).
2
In particular, we may envisage a cusp-like behaviour in B
ab
giving rise to a discontinuity
in (dB)
abc
. Taking into account this discontinuity, the abcd component of the Bianchi









is the Poincare dual of W = @ in the bosonic vebrane worlvolume 
6
.
A similar argument applies to the background eld C
abc
, thereby modifying the abcde






is the Poincare dual of W = 
6
in the eleven dimensional bosonic target
space Q [16].
The modication (30) is important for the analysis of the reparametrization anomalies
localized on @, and (31) is relevant for the reparametrization anomalies on the vebrane
[17, 18]. However, these modications are not essential for the purposes of this paper,
where we derive the supervebrane equations of motion in the bulk of its worldvolume.
Hence, we shall drop the 
W
terms in the rest of this paper.
It is known that the superembedding condition (21) implies the H-constraint (29). It
would be interesting to determine if the reverse is true. To this end, we have examined the
the d component of the Bianchi identity in at target superspace and at the linearized
level in the vebrane worldvolume elds. Interestingly, we nd that the Bianchi identity
(28) indeed implies the embedding condition at this level.
To conclude this section, we discuss the nature of the global supersymmetry of the model























The two-form B has to be rescaled by a factor of four to agree with the conventions of [9].
2
The -symmetry of the action (3) in a at target superspace was also considered in [4], where the
consequences of the resulting constraints are not considered. Moreover, our results for the constraints
dier from theirs.
3
In [6], a modied Bianchi identity of this kind is derived by adding a bosonic piece of the M-vebrane
action to (3). However, the -symmetry of this system is by no means clear.
5
It should be emphasized that these transformations, as well as the -symmetry transfor-
mations are not special cases of the -transformations. The latter is a transformation of
the background elds involving a parameter that is an arbitrary function of the target
space coordinates.
Substituting the variation (33), we nd that the action (3) is invariant, upon the use
of the H-constraint (29). It remains to analyse the consequences of the condition (33).











= 0 : (34)
The target space spinor index , running fom 1 to 32 is split in two,  ! (; 
0
), where
both the worldsurface index  and the normal index 
0
run from 1 to 16.
To elucidate the meaning of this condition on the parameter 







































































































. The self-dual eld strength
h
abc


































= 0 : (38)
This means that at most half of the supersymmetry can survive. Furthermore, since
the matrix  
(5)
dened in (36) is a complicated function of the worldvolume elds, the
condition (38) severely restricts the allowed congurations for them. One possibility is to
set all the worldvolume elds equal to zero. In that case, and in a physical gauge,  
(5)
becomes a product of constant worldvolume -matrices, implying that half of target space
supersymmetry.
Finally, we note that just as 





given in (16) satises
P (1    
(5)
) = 0 on the boundary @. This can be seen by multiplying the A = 

























In this secton we consider the boundary conditions that arise from the variation of the
action (3). The requirement of the action be stationary when the supermembrane eld



























) = 0 : (40)














































= 0 ; (42)






















= 0 ; (43)
where n
i
is a unit vector normal to the boundary @, and a
0
labels the directions transverse
to the vebrane worldvolume. We expect that this constraint is -invariant, modulo the










= 0 : (44)
A boundary condition similar to (43) has also been discussed in [5] for a at target space
and a purely bosonic 2-form on the vebrane worldvolume. These authors set the C-
dependent term of H in (43) equal to zero separately by imposing suitable boundary




dened as in (36).
In [3], on the other hand, the 2-form eld B is not considered, and the C-dependent
terms are set equal to zero at the boundary, by projecting the fermionic variables in
particular gauges. In this case, one has to check that the boundary terms due to the global
supersymmetry variation of the supermembrane action vanish, and indeed they do [3]. It
should be emphasized that this is possible only by sacricing the eleven dimensional super
Poincare invariance [13]. For example, the boundary terms cannot be made to vanish for
an open supermembrane with boundaries moving freely in M .






























= 0 : (47)
Requiring that the boundary condition (43) is preserved by the reparametrization trans-









= 0 : (48)
4 Comments
In this paper we considered an open supermembrane with a bosonic worldvolume  ending
on a supervebrane with worldvolumeM , which is a (6j16) dimensional supersubmanifold
of the (11j32) dimensional target superspace M . We showed that the requirement of -
symmetry not only constraints the eleven dimensional curved background elds to satisfy
their equations of motion, but also yields a superembedding condition and a constraint
on a modied 3-form eld strength, H, which determine the supervebrane equations of
motion.
Our formalism can be applied to other possible choices of embeddings (1). In particular
there are two special cases which deserve further analysis within the present framework.




is the bosonic part of the (2j16) dimensional string superworldsheet. In another case,
the supermembrane ends on the boundary of M , namely M = @M , corresponding to a
M-ninebrane. The latter case is similar to the conguration considered in [20].
In a separate paper [19], we will show that the ideas presented here apply also to fun-
damental type II strings ending on D-branes, D2-brane ending on solitonic type IIA
vebrane, and open Dp
1
-branes ending on Dp
2
-branes.
The application of our formalism to type I open branes, i.e. branes in a target space
with sixteen real supersymmetries, should also be possible. It would be interesting, for
example, to derive the equations of motion for the heterotic vebrane, via the study of
heterotic string ending on solitonic vebrane.
Another possible generalization of the present work is to consider open branes ending on
branes that do not possess maximal transverse space rotational symmetry. For exam-
ple, the pp waves and the sixbranes, also known as Kaluza-Klein monopoles, in eleven
dimensions can be considered as possible end point surfaces for the eleven dimensional
supermembrane.
One may also consider elevating the open brane worldvolumes considered here to super-
manifolds
4
. Although an action is not known for such systems, one may nonetheless
obtain the equations of motion for all the branes involved by generalizing the usual su-
perembedding approach to deal with triplet (1) of supermanifolds , M and M .
4
We thank Paul Howe for a discussion about this possibility.
8
Finally, a matrix regularization of the action (3) may be be relevant for the generalization
of M(atrix) theory [21] in a curved background [22] and in the presence of vebrane [23].
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